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ConfInement effect in flexural ductility of concrete: 

three-dimensional analysis 

Z. P. Bazant (1), M. C. Burrow (2) 

To study the effect of the transverse stress and strain distribution and steel ties (stirrups) upon 
the ultimate bending moment and bending ductility, a three-dimensional finite element analys!s 
of a cross section slice is carried out. The slice consists of a layer of eight-node isoparametnc 
elements, whose axial displacements are constrained so that the cross sections remain planar 
but not orthogonal. This allows interpreting the results in terms of curvature, bending moment, 
axialforce and shear force. Each element within the layer is allowed to independently undergo 
cracking when its tensile strength limit is exceeded, and the incremental inelastic stiffness 
matrix of the cracked material is derived. The inelastic behavior of uncracked concrete or 
concrete between the cracks is modeled by the previously published endochronic theory, which 
allows representing the inelastic dilatancy due to shear, the hydrostatic pressure sensitivity, 
and the strain-softening (decrease of stress at increasing strain). The use of a constitutive 
relation that is capable of describing these effects is essential, since the dilatancy of concrete is 
opposed by ties which thus produce hydrostatic pressure in concrete thereby increasing its 
ductility. Transverse reiriforcement is modeled either as reiriforcement smeared throughout an 
element or as a steel bar connecting the nodes. Special measures are taken to eliminate spurious 
shear effects in the finite element model. A computer program to calculate the moment
curvature diagram of a given beam has been written using the incremental loading procedure. 
The calculated results compare satisfactorily with the available published test data on the effect 
of tie spacing upon the moment-curvature diagrams and flexural ductility. 

NOTATIONS 

C,D, 

f, fll, 

k, 
K, 
M,N, 
S~;, 

stiffness matrix (moduli) of concrete and of 
element material; 
column matrices of nodal forces and inelastic 
nodal forces; 
curvature; 
element stiffness matrix; 
bending moment and normal force; 
inelastic stresses in concrete; 

u, v, w, 
x, y, z, 
eo, 
eij, E, 

(fij' (J, 

a" , 

cartesian displacement (u = axial); 
cartesian coordinates (x = axial); 
normal strain at beam axis; 
small strains and their column matrix; 
stresses and their column matrix; 
column matrix of inelastic stresses. 

OBJECTIVE 

q, 
R, 

T, 

column matrix of nodal displacements; 
rotation transformation matrix for crack 
plane [equation (29)]; 
transformation matrix for planar cross section 
constraint [equation (6)]; 
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Although the mechanics of bending of reinforced 
concrete beams is quite well understood, certain 
properties are at present known only empirically, and 
therefore incompletely. These are the properties that can 
be modelled only with the help of a triaxial nonlinear 
constitutive relation of concrete. One-such property is the 
effect of transverse ties or stirrups on bending, as distinct 
from shear. As far as bending is concerned, the code 
requirements for the necessary amount of ties are purely 
empirical. 
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Fig. I. - Cross section slice and fmite elements (a-c); deformation diagrams (d-f), and reinforcement (g, h. i). 

The effect of ties is to provide a confInement of 
concrete. The inelastic dilatancy due to deviatoric strains 
in the compression zone induces tension in the ties 
concrete, thereby greatly raising concrete strength 
and ductility. Obviously, a good nonlinear triaxial 
ductility. Obviously, a good non linear triaxial 
constitutive law is requisite for analyzing effects of this 
sort, and one such constitutive relation has recently 
become available in the form of endochronic theory 
([2], [3], [5], [9]). The objective of this study is to show 
how this theory can be utilized for analyzing the effect of 
ties on bending. The mathematical model developed can, 
however, be also used in a multitude of further studies of 
the effect of various design parameters upon the ultimate 
load behavior. 

The present study represents a sequel to a previous 
work [4] in which the endochronic theory was utilized to 
analyze the behavior of beams under cyclic loading with a 
two-dimensional model in which the cross sections were 
subdivided in layers, neglecting effects in the lateral 
dimension. In that study the effect of ties on ductility 
under cyclic loading was found to be rather signifIcant. 
However, the two-dimensional simplifIcation, in which 
the cross-section behavior was limited to vertical strains 
in the cross section plane, was certainly a questionable 
point which precluded seeing the effect of a horizontal 
segment of a stirrup, or the effect of a closed versus an 
open form of a stirrup, or the effect of stress 
concentrations due to the force exerted by a stirrup 
corner on concrete, etc. The present study attempts a step 
toward a rational analysis of such effects. When the three
dimensional modeling, coupled with a realistic nonlinear 
triaxial constitutive relation for concrete) including 
cracking, becomes mature, it will be possible to run 
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" calculations of hundreds of combinations of various 
design parameters, the cost of which would be prohibitive 
with a purely experimental approach. 

To be able to interpret the results in terms of bending 
moment and curvature, we will limit our analysis to a 
cross section slice (fig. 1 a, b), which we will subdivide by 
three-dimensional eight-node elements (fig. 1 b, c) to 
account for the cross-section deformation (fig. 1 g). 

FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS OF CROSS SLiCE OF BEAM 

In view of the constraint that the cross sections must 
remain plane, it sufftces to analyse a single cross section. 
However, for the purpose of utilizing the finite element 
formalism, it is more convenient to imagine a thin cross 
slice of thickness 4 x, limit~ by cross sections at x and 
x + 4 x (fig. 1 a); x is the longitudinal axis of the beam, 
which may (but need not) be located at the elastic 
centroid of the cross section. The other cartesian 
coordinate axes yand z point in the lateral and vertical 
directions, respectively, and plane (xz) is the plane of 
bending. 

In the classical problem of bending, we seek the 
relationship of bending moment M, axial (normal) 
force N and shear force V to the curvature k, and 
(normal) strain £0, and shear strain In. In reality, 
however, this number of variables is not sufficient 
because deformations and stresses in cross section plane 
(yz) may have a great influence. Their analysis will be our 
primary interest, and for this purpose we will subdivide 
the cross section slice by three-dimensional finite 
elements (fig. 1 b). These are chosen as eight-node 
isoparametric elements [26], whose displacements are 



assumed to vary linearly between the nodes (fig. 1 c). In 
case of orthogonal shape and homogeneous elastic 
properties, explicit expressions for the stiffness matrix are 
available [20]. 

For a small loading increment, the constitutive 
relation of the material may be considered in the quasi
linear form 

Aa+Aalf=D At, (1) 

in which t = (6 x 1) column matrix of the small strain 
components=(Bx , By, Bz , Yxy, yyz, yzx)T, where super
script T denotes a transpose, a = (6 x 1) column matrix of 
the associated stress components, LI a If = known (6 x 1) 
column matrix of the inelastic stress increments, 
D = incremental (6 x 6) matrix of elastic moduli. 

As is well known, the application of the virtual work 
principle leads to the variational equilibrium equation 

1:el{bqT Af- LbtT(DLlt-Lla")dV} 

= 1: el bqT (LI f + A f" - K Llq) =0, 
with 

Af"= fBT Aa"dV, 

(2) 

(3) 

which must hold for any kinematically admissible 
variations <5qT. Here 

q=(Ul,Vl,Wl, ... ,U4,V4,W4f 

is the (24 x 1) column matrix of cartesian 
displacements U;, V;, Wi (in x, y, z directions) of element 
nodes i= 1,2, ... ,8 (fig. 1 c), f=(24 x 1) column matrix 
of associated nodal forces lXI' I y;' IZI in the x, y, z 
directions, A flf =(24 x 1) column matrix of equivalent 
inelastic nodal force increments, K = (24 x 24) incremen
tal stiffness matrix of the element, V = volume of the 
element; 1: el indicates the superposition of contributions 
from all elements of the system; and B=(6 x 24) 
geometrical matrix defmed by the relation t = B q. 

Stiffness matrix K as well as incremental inelastic force 
matrix A f" may be evaluated by numerical integration, 
with two integration points in each direction. 

To relate the fmite element analysis to the mechanics of 
bending, we must introduce the constraint that the cross 
sectiot;ls forming the faces ofthe slice must remain planar. 
We do not require them, however, to remain normal to 
the deflected neutral axis, i. e. we assume a higher-order 
bending theory (Timoshenko beam). Let the face x of the 
slice contain axes yand z. For this face the constraint is 
expressed by 

(i= 1, 2,3,4), (4) 

where nodes i= 1, 2, 3, 4 of each element at x=Const. 
For the opposite face of the slice, which is located at 
x + A x and contains the nodes i = 5,6, 7, 8 of each 
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element (fig. 1 b), the constraint leads to the relations 

(i=1,2,3,4), 

k 2 
Wi+4=W i+Yxz Llx + 2:(Ax) , 

(5 a) 

(5 b) 

(5 c) 

in which LI x = thickness of the slic~, z i = vertical 
z-coordinate common to nodes i and i + 4, k = bending 
curvature of the beam, Bo = longitudinal normal strain in 
the beam axis, and y xz = transverse shear strain in the 
(xz) plane, assumed to be constant throughout the cross 
section. The term (A x) 2 k /2 follows from the geometri
cal sketch in figure 1 d. 

It is expedient to form the constrained displacement 
matrix of the element, 

which represents an (11 x 1) column matrix. Equa
tions (4) and (5), which introduce the bending 
constraints, may now be rewritten in the matrix form: 

q=Tq*, (6) 

in which T = a (24 x 11) matrix of inverse transformation 
from q* to q (see appendix I). Substituting this relation 
into equation (2), and noting that (T q * f = q * T TT, we 
obtain the variational equilibrium equation 

1: el b q * T TT (A f + A f" - KT A q * ) = O. (7) 

Since it must hold for any kinematically admissible 
variation bq*, we have the matrix equilibrium equation 

(8) 

where hat denotes assembled transformed matrices for 
the entire system, i. e., 

it = 1: el K * = 1: el TT KT, 

Lll=l'el Llf *=l'el TT Llf, 

Lll"=l'el Llf"*=l'el TT Af". 

. (9) 

(10) 

(11) 

Here K * = (11 x 11) transformed incremental stiffness 
matrices of the elements, A f* = matrix of transformed 
applied nodal force increments of an element, 
A f" * = matrix of transformed known inelastic nodal 
force increments of an element. Matrix Lll* includes as 
their tirst three components the generalized forces that do 
work on k, Bo and y Xl' i. e., bending moment M, axial 
(normal) force N ,and shear force V. 

The matrix products indicated in equations (9)-( 11) are 
unnecessarily costly to perform by the computer. 
Therefore, these products have been evaluated and 
programmed in terms of matrix elements. 

Since we restricted ourselves to bending in the plane 
(xz), the shear stresses 't xy must be zero. For the tinite 
element model this means that the forces in the 
y-direction applied at all nodes from one side of cross 
section upon the other side must be zero. By treating in 
the tinite element program the face of the slice as a free 
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surface with no load, this condition is, indeed, 
automatically satisfIed. 

One question with respect to the element choice 
remains to be answered. In longitudinal sections, the 
'S-node isoparametric element is equivalent to a 4-node 
quadrilateral (fig. 1 e), which is known to be excessively 
stiff in case of bending of slender beams because of a 
phenomenon of spurious shear stiffness. Is it possible to 
circumvent this drawback? 

In fact, it is, and to show it, consider the case of a single 
element in pure bending illustrated in fIgure 1 e. The 
actual deformation involves no shear strains (2 in the 
fIgure 1 e), whereas the assumed linear interpolation 
functions do involve shear strains y xz for the same nodal 
displacements (3 in the fIgure 1 e); y xz = kx where x = x 
minus the value of x at element midlength. The 
corresponding energy Us of shear strains is 

L1y L1z f G y;z dx/2 from x= -L1x/2 to x=L1x/2, 

which yields Us = G k 2 L1 x 3 L1 y L1 z /24. The energy of 
bending at zero extension I:x at element midheight is 
Ub=EI k 2 L1x/2 where E=Young's modulus, 
1= L1 y L1 Z3 / 12. Thus, the ratio of spurious shear energy 
to the bending energy is 

(12) 

Consequently, the effect of spurious shear due to pure 
bending becomes negligible if L1 x is small enough. In 
practical calculations, L1x was considered to be 0.0001 of 
the smallest cross section dimension, by which the 
spurious shear was completely eliminated. One might 
wonder whether such a thin and flat shape of the three
dimensional elements is not a source of another error; but 
this is not a problem in the presence of bending 
constraints. Note also that for a very small L1x the term 
(L1X)2 k/2 in equation (5c) becomes negligible compa
red to the terms linear in L1 x and may be dropped. 

There exists another well known method to eliminate 
spurious shear. It is the" reduced" numerical integration 
of element stiffness, which consists in evaluating the shear 
stiffness of the element solely from the mid-element shear 
strain values. This method has been also programmed, 
and gave for non-negligible L1 x the same results as the 
foregoing method. 

PROPERTIES OF PLAIN UN CRACKED CONCRETE 

Although stirrups or ties have almost no effect on 
service deformations and little effect on failure loads, they 
strongly affect ductility, as is well known from 
experiments as well as recent theoretical calculations [4]. 
Therefore, it would be impossible to theoretically analyze 
the effect of stirrups without a triaxial constitutive 
relation that is correct throughout the maximum stress 
region and well into the strain-softening range. 
Moreover, since the effect of stirrups or ties stems mainly 
from the hydrostatic pressure induced in concrete by the 
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resistance of stirrups to inelastic volume dilatancy, the 
constitutive relation must reflect these properties 
correctly. 

At present there exist two constitutive models that 
have the required scope. They are the endochronic 
theory, which has already appeared in three successive 
versions of improving scope and accuracy ([2], [3], [5], [6], 
[7], [9]) and the recent plastic-fracturing theory ([6], [S]). 
The second version of the endochronic theory ([3], [5]) 
was used in this study, for the last one ([9], [7]) as well as 
the plastic-fracturing theory [8] have been completed 
only after concluding the calculations. Time effects and 
shrinkage are excluded, in which case the constitutive 
relation has the incremental form ([3], [5)): 

L1 L1(J" } 1:=3K(A)+L11: , 

L11:"=L1A+L1A'+ -(J-L11;' 
3K(A.) , 

L11;= L11'/ 
j ( 1'/, E, a) , 

L1 '1=F(E,a)L1e, 

1 
"2 L1ekm L1ekm, 

L1r'- L11'/' 
'o-h('1')' 

L1'1'=H(a)L1C 

L1 e' = 1 L1 I: 11 + L1 I: 22 + L1 I: 331, 
} 

L1A=/(A)L(A,E,a)L1e, } 

L1 A' = I' (A ') L' (A.', E, a) L1 e, 

(13) 

(14) 

(15) 

(16) 

(17) 

in which L1 refers to an increment over the loading step, 
e ij = I: ij - b ij I: = strain deviator in cartesian coordinates 
Xl =X, X2 = y, X3=Z referred to by latin subscripts (e. g., 
i = 1, 2, 3), I:ij = components of small strain tensor E, 

bij= Kronecker delta, 1:= I:kk / 3 = volumetric strain 
(repeated subscript implies summation), 
S ij = (J ij - b ij (J = stress deviator, (J = components of 
stress tensor a, (J = (J kk / 3 = mean normal stress, 
G, K = shear and bulk modulus, A = inelastic dilatancy, 
A' = shear compaction, ,= deviatoric intrinsic time, 
~ = deviatoric path length, 1;' = volumetric intrinsic time, 
e' = volumetric path length. Functions F, j, H, h, L, I, 
L', I', G (A), K (A) defllle material properties and are 
given in references [3) and [5) as functions of concrete 
strength f;. 

Equations (13) and (14) can be recast in the form 

L1a+L1S"=C L1E, (IS) 
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describing the effects of cracks on inelastic strains, do not 
seem to have been given before. 

In summary, the incremental inelastic stress-strain 
relation for concrete that is cracked in planes normal to 
the x! axis is, according to equations (22)-(26) : 

(27) 

where C is a (6 x 6) matrix whose first row as well as 
- -

column is zero, elk = c k 1 = 0 for all k. The elements 
of C other than those given by equations (24) and (26) 
are also zero. 

Cracking of concrete in a second or third direction can 
be dealt with similarly, but is not needed for the present 
practical calculations. 

Having established the incremental stress-strain 
relation in crack coordinates, we must transform it back 
to structural coordinates Xi' Thus, equation (27) yields: 

(28) 

in which 

(29) 

If there are no cracks, then of course DC = C, L1 0''' = L1 S". 

In the preceding study [4], the inelastic stress 
increments were assumed as L1 S" rather than L1 0'''. The 
present derivation shows that the use of L1 0''' is, however, 
more reasonable. Nevertheless, the values of L1 0''' for 
cracked concrete are usually negligible, unless there are 
significant compression stresses parallel to the crack. 

During the loading step in which cracks form, the 
stress (J'1 = (J' f 1 which existed at the beginning of the 
loading step must be cancelled, which is accomplished by 

increasing L1 S ~'1 for this step by - (J'1 before L1 0''' is 
calculated from equation (29). 

In absence of transverse shears y xy' Y xz in the beam, 
cracks are always either normal or parallel to axis x. If 
transverse shears are present, cracks in any element can 
have any three-dimensional direction. 

The material properties as well as cracking have been 
determined independently for each integration point of 
the element. 

Finally, it is appropriate to replace the transverse 
vertical shear stiffness D44 with f3 D44 where f3 is 
Timoshenko's shear correction coefficient known from 
elastic beam deflection calculations. For rectangular 
cross sections considered herein, f3 = 1.2. Without this 
correction, the shear deflection obtained for an elastic 
material would not agree with observations. The 
correction is, however, not too important, because in 
slender beams the shear strain contributes to deflection 
only little. 

Crack closing needs not be discussed because only 
monotonic loading is considered in the examples. 
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STIFFNESS DUE TO REINFORCEMENT 

A rather convenient way to represent reinforcement is 
to assume it to be "smeared" (continuously distributed) 
throughout the element or its portion. In our case, the 
element may be subdivided in eight portions, each 
corresponding to one integration point, and the total 
reinforcement may be apportioned by requiring that the 
static moments of reinforcement areas be preserved. 
Thus, the reinforcement may be characterized by 
percentages p x, P y' P z (for x, y, z directions) of reinforce
ment within the element portions. 

The stiffness of reinforcement may be characterized, 
for each integration point, by a (6 x 6) stiffness matrix DS 
and the total stiffness matrix then becomes 

D=DC+D S
• 

The only non-zero elements of DS are 

(30) 

where Es= tangent modulus of steel (which drops to zero 
if the bar yields). 

Coefficients b x' by, b z take approximately into account 
the stiffness contribution of concrete due to bond in the 
steel. If there are no cracks normal to the bar or if 
concrete is in compression parallel to the bar, then no 
correction is needed, i. e., b x=1, or b y=1, or bz=l. If 
such cracks are present and the steel bar is in tension, 
concrete between the cracks (in cross-hatched regions, 
fig. 1 f) also resists extension, due to bond. Roughly, an 
annular region of concrete around the bar, having an 
average diameter d', can be thought to resist the tensile 
force (fig. 1 f). Taking d' ~ 2d where d = bar diameter, 
the stiffness of the annular region is 

while the steel bar stiffness is E S n d 2, giving 

The effect of this correction is, however, small; it causes 
only about 1 % change in maximum moment. 

In calculations reported herein, only longitudinal steel 
has been considered to be continuously distributed. The 
transverse steel (ties) has been modeled as individual bar 
elements spanning between the nodes of the grid. This 
was necessary because the radial force R transmitted at a 
corner of a tie (fig. 1 g) into concrete is very important 
and must be located accurately. 

NUMERICAL CALCULATIONS 

The matrix equation [equation (8)] that has to be 
solved at each loading step reads in component form: 



Kll K12 KIN Ak 

K21 K22 "K2N ABo 

K31 A Yzx 

K41 X A v 1 

K51 AWl 

KNI KNN AWn 

LlM+AM" 

AN+LlN" 

LI V + A V" 

Afy, +Af;: (31) 

Llfzl +Llf:; 

in which n = number of nodes on one face of the slice, 
N = 2 n + 3 = number of unknowns, M = cross-sectional 
bending moment in xz plane, N = axial normal force, 
V = cross-sectional shear force in z direction, and LI M", 
LI N", LI V" are the inelastic increments of M, N, V. 

We will restrict ourselves to pure bending for which 
V = O. Then the stress boundary conditions of the slice are 

Llfy, =Llfz1 = ... =Llfy, =Afz, =0, 

i. e. no forces are actually applied at individual nodes. 
Then, if AM, LI N and A V are specifIed we can solve 
for Ak, LlBo, Ayxz, Av;, Aw;. However, since we are 
interested in calculating the strain-softening behavior, we 
must specify curvature increments instead of AM. This is 
most easily achieved in the same way as displacement 
boundary conditions are implemented in finite element 
programs; we replace in equation (31) K 11 with 1040 and 
(A M + AM") with 1040 A k o, where A ko is the prescri
bed curvature increment. Since the other terms ofthe first 
row in equation (31) are then made negligible in 
comparison, the solution of the system [equation (31)] 
will give Llk=Ako. To obtain AM, we then substitute 
tl,is solution into the equation given by the original first 
row of equation (31). 

The numerical algorithm within each loading step may 
be described as follows (where subscripts r -1 and r 
denote the beginning and the end of the step): 

1. Evaluate the material properties on the basis of 

(fr-l, Er-l, ~r-l' Ar-l, etc.; calculate AS", AS" *, AS ", 
LI(f", C, C, DC and D for all elements and all integration 
points (taking LI (f" = 0 in the first step); and determine 
fmite element stiffness matrix K as well... the equivalent 
inelastic nodal force increments A f" [equation (3)]. 
(This is in the spirit of forward difference approximation.) 

2. Transform the finite element equations to constrai
ned displacements [equations (9)-(11)], solve Aq* [equa
tion (8)], calculate A q [equation (5)] and LI E = B A q at all 
integration points of elements, and evaluate LI (fel = D LI E, 
LI (f = A (fel- LI (f" for all these points. 
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3. Estimate the values ofE = Er + LI E /2, (f =(fr + LI(f /2 
for the midstep, and calculate LI rJ, A', A rJ', LI,', LI A, 
AA', G, K on the basis of the values of (f, E,~, fI, (, etc. 
for the midstep (central difference approximation). Then 
evaluate A(f" and A(f=A(fel_A(f" using A(fel from 
step 2. Iterate steps 2 and 3 until the values of LI (f 
obtained in the new iteration differ negligibly. 

4. Calculate the principal stresses and directions at the 
centroid of each element, check cracking, and if crack 
formation is indicated record the crack orientation 
(matrix R) and calculate [similarly as Af" in 
equation (3)] the nodal forces LI fer due' to - a r 1, i. e., 
due to the release of stress a r 1 that existed before 
cracking. These nodal forces must be included with A f" 
in the next loading step. Then go to step 1 and proceed to 
analyse the next loading step (r, r+ 1). 

More accurate and more efficient algorithms are no 
doubt possible, but investigation of various algorithms 
has been beyond the scope of this project. Note that, to 
reduce computation cost, the fInIte element analysis 
(step 1) is not iterated. 

The mathematical model that has been established can 
be used to analyse a host of practical problems of 
reinforced concrete: bending ductility of beams and 
columns, interaction diagrams of columns, effects of ties, 
stirrups and spirals, effects of load history, stress 
distribution in compression zone as affected by these 
parameters, etc. Due to a rather limited scope of this 
project only. a few example cases have been analyzed, 
with the objective to demonstrate the effect of the stirrups 
on ductility, a case which can be theoretically treated 
only with a three-dimensional model. The grid used in 
numerical examples is shown in fIgure 1 b. Eight-node 
isoparametric elements have been used. 

The calculations have been compared with the test 
data of Base and Read [1] (for which the reinforcement 
properties are available in reference [11]) and of 
Berwanger ([10], [12]), which both document the effect of 
ties upon ultimate load behavior. A number of other test 
data exist (e. g., [16], [17], [18], [13], [14], [19], [12], [22], 
[23]), particularly with respect to axial load-moment 
interaction or moment-curvature relations, but they were 
not reported completely enough to allow theoretical 
comparisons. 

The most important effect of the ties on bending is a 
reduction of strain-softening slope beyond the maximum 
moment point. This is documented by Base and Read's 
experimental curves in figure 2a (kip =4,448 N, 
in. = 25.4 mm, kip x in. = 113 . 0 Nm), as well as other 
data in references [1], [23]. The calculations predicted 
rather similar behavior; see fIgure 2 b, which is based on 
material parameters from references [3], [5] and repre
sents strictly prediction because no fItting of data by 
adjusting material parameters has been attempted. 
( figure 2a pertains to Base and Read's beam No.8, 
fIgure 1 h; concrete of strength 4,200 psi, beam 29 days 
old, mild steel.) 
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Another effect of transverse ties in bending is seen in 
the compressive stress profile, especially the location of 
the compression resultant. The profile is known to vary 
considerably, depending on the ties [19], but precise data 
are lacking. Computer simulations in fIgure 2 c confIrm 
this dependence. When the ties are insufficient, the 
compression resultant continues to rise after the 
maximum moment is reached, which causes a sharp drop 
in the compression resultant and in the bending moment. 

Several cases to illustrate the effect of constant axial 
load on ultimate bending moment have also been 
predicted; see figure 3 showing Berwanger's test results 
(Berwanger's beam No.5, 21 days old, of average 
strength 4,430 psi). 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

To study the effect of the transverse stress and strain 
distribution and steel ties (stirrups) upon the ultimate 
bending moment and bending ductility, a three
dimensional fmite element analysis of a cross section slice 
is carried out. The constraint of planar cross sections 
allows the results to be interpreted in terms of curvature, 
bending moment, axial force and shear force. Cracking of 
concrete is accounted for, the stiffness matrix of inelastic 
cracked material is derived, and the endochronic theory 
is used for the constitutive relation of concrete. 
Numerical examples indicate a satisfactory agreement 
with available test data on the effect of tie spacing upon 
the moment-curvature diagrams and ductility. 
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REsuME 

La ductilite en flexion du beton et I'effet de 
confinement : analyse tridimensionnelle. - Afin d' etudier 
les effets de la contrainte transversale et la repartition des 
deformations ainsi que des armatures d' effort tranchant sur 
Ie moment deflexion maximale et la ductilite enflexion, on 
a ehtrepris une analyse tridimensionnelle par les elements 
finis de la section du segment. Ce segment comprend une 
couche d'elements isoparametriques a 8 lUEuds dont les 
deplacements axiaux sont limites de telle sorte que les 
sections transversales restent dans Ie plan mais sans etre 
orthogonales. Cela permet d'interpreter les resultats. en 
termes de courbures, de moments de flexion, de forces 
axiales et d'efforts tranchants. Chaque element dans la 
couche est susceptible de se fissurer independamment 
lorsqu'est depassee sa. resistance en traction limite et ['on 
etablit la matrice de rigidite inelastique croissante du 
materiau fissure. Le comportement inelastique du beton 
nonfissure ou du beton entre lesfissures est rrlOdellise selon 
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la theorie endocronique precedemment publiee, qui permet 
de representer la dilatance inelastique due au cisaillement, 
la sensibili te a la pression h ydros ta tique e t la diminu.tion de 
contrainte a deformation croissante. On se doit d'utiliser 
une relation de comportement par laquelle on peut decrire 
ces efJets puisque It;! dilatance du beton est contrecarree par 
les ligatures qui dherminent ainsi une pression hydrosta
tique dans Ie bhon accroissant par la sa ductilite. 
L'armature transversale est modellisee soit comme une 
armature repartie defa(:on continue a travers un element, 
soit comme une barre d'acier de connexion entre les meuds. 
Des dispositions ont he prises ajin d' eliminer lesfaux effets 
de contrainte de cisaillement dans Ie modele a elementfini. 
On a redige un programme iriformatique OU ['on utilise ·le 
processus de chargement croissant pour calculer Ie 
diagramme moment I courbure d'une poutre donnee. Les 

. resultats calcules montrent une concordance satisfaisante 
avec les resultats pub lies d'essais realises sur l'effet 
d'espacement des armatures d'effort tranchant sur les 
diagrammes moment I courbure et la ductilite en flexion. 


